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to be grudgingly patronised. The caste has lost its plenary
authority. As it is to-day, with its funds and conferences,
its journal and perhaps its tiny volunteer corps, it is
looked upon by its member as one's own little party to be
fiercely proud of and to be used against the snobbery of
other castes; as an instrument of power and influence; as a
first object of generosity and patronage. Feeble attempts
at fusion of sub-castes into the four major castes have
proved unavailing. In the place of the old harmonious
confederation of castes, we have a multitude of conflicting
social groups. Emptied of the idea of inter-dependence,
Caturavarnya has lost its raison d'etre; without a faith in
; custom, its divine origin and Brahmanical guidance it can
I never possess the vitality to re-organise society.
Behind this blatant individualism lies the respect for
human personality, originally a Greek idea
man indMduaiky popularised by Christianity; but it has been
curiously blended with the spirit of toleration
and Ahihsa as understood in Gujarata in the nineteenth
century.   And Truth, as defined by the Mahatma, has
added agressiveness to it.   Satya, as finally determined by
one's personal conscience is, with thousands who follow
him, an inviolable little kingdom.   Castes dare not invade
it.   Young men offer Satyagraha by picketting, fast, and
non-co-operation against infant marriages, caste dinners,
marriage processions and ancient bridegrooms, reducing the
fiats of the caste to harmless thunderbolts.  Luckily, so far
the  process   is  found   workable  only   by   the   young
and progressive, and non-violence and willingness to suffer
take the sting out of its coerciveness.
. Caste-consciousness is not likely to disappear, nor arc
New group ideas:   Castes likely to Cease to b'a social units f()l" «
Gujarata-cons-' very long time to come; but both are being
NaSsm.and altered to suit new and potent group ideas.
Clubs, associations and professions, as also
political and other public activities, provide social contact
outside rather than inside the caste and render the ties of
caste subsidiary. Among the new group sentiments in
Gujarata the most powerful are Gujarata-consciousness and j
nationalism.

